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INTRODUCTION 

 
Thank you for purchasing this guide. In this guide, 

we will demystify macro creation in WoW in an easy, 
step-by-step process. Once you get the hang of it, you 
will be using macros for everything! 

 

CHAPTER 1: MACRO FUNDAMENTALS 

 
In this chapter, we will walk through the most 

basic examples of macros and macro commands. Let 
us start by talking basic macro commands. 

You can find a great tutorial on WoW macros at 
www.wowwiki.com/Making_a_macro. 

 

MACRO COMMANDS 

All macros consist of one or more macro 
commands. Let's examine the basic social macro 
commands. Every macro command has its own 
"signature". The basic /s command has the following 

signature: /s message 
Below is an example of using the /s command: 
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/s Good morning, friend! 

In this example: 
message = Good morning, friend! 

Below are some other common social macro 
commands: 
PARTY COMMAND 

 /p message 
 Prints message in party chat. 

YELL COMMAND 
 /y message 
 Yells your next message. 

RAID COMMAND 
 /raid message 

 Prints your next message in raid chat. 
GUILD COMMAND 

 /g message 
 Prints message in guild chat. 
The whisper command has a different signature: 
/t player-name message 

Example using /t command: 
/t Thornan Hi there! 

This translates to the following: 
player-name = Thornan 

message = Hi there! 

As soon as you type /t Thornan, any text you type 

after that will appear in a purple private message. 
The Social commands are useful for understanding 

the way WoW macros work, but you will most often 
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want to use your macros to have your character cast 
spells or use items. Let's move on to considering the 
basic construction of these macro commands. 

 

THE /CAST COMMAND 

The /cast macro command is very straightforward. 
The /cast command has the following signature: 

/cast spell-name 

The following line casts the Mage Fireball spell: 
/cast Fireball 

The /cast macro command signature can be much 
more involved. We will go into more detail in a later 

chapter. 
 

THE /USE COMMAND 

The /use command is virtually identical to the /cast 
command. Generally, it is acceptable to use the /use 
command when you want to use a consumable item 
like a healing potion or a mount. Below is an example 

of summoning a mount with the /use command: 
/use Swift Red Wind Rider 

Another great use for the /use command is 
activating an item of gear, like a trinket or another 
piece of gear that you can “use.” 

Engineers can tinker their gear with special 
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abilities, like being able to shoot projectiles, increase 
spell power for a short period, increase running speed, 
etc. /use Macros will work for these too! 

 

USING TRINKETS AND GEAR WITH THE /USE 

COMMAND 

Your character pane has one slot for each type of 
equippable gear. There are slots for your helm, chest, 
hands, legs, shoulders, neck, wrists, main hand 

weapon, off-hand weapon, relic, back, feet, trinket 1, 
trinket 2, tabard, shirt, finger 1, and finger 2. A unique 
digit represents each slot, detailed in the following list: 

 Head: 1 
 Neck: 2 
 Shoulder: 3 

 Shirt: 4 
 Chest: 5 
 Belt: 6 
 Legs: 7 
 Feet: 8 
 Wrist: 9 
 Gloves: 10 

 Finger 1: 11 
 Finger 2: 12 
 Trinket 1: 13 
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 Trinket 2: 14 
 Back: 15 
 Main hand: 16 
 Off hand: 17 

 Ranged: 18 
 Tabard: 19 
 
It is sometimes useful to automatically use trinkets 

from within macros, as the following macro illustrates: 
/cast Fireball 

/cast 13 

/cast 14 

 
This macro will automatically activate trinket 1 

(13) and trinket 2 (14) from within the macro because 
trinkets do not trigger the GCD. An arguably more 
useful macro would only use your trinkets when you 
are in combat, this way you avoid accidentally wasting 
them outside of combat. 

/cast Fireball 

/cast [combat] 13 

/cast [combat] 14 

 
This macro makes use of conditionals, which we 

discuss in detail later in the guide. The [combat] 

condition instructs the macro to use trinket 1 (13) if 
you are in combat. If you are not in combat, it will not 
use it. 
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CHAPTER 2: CREATING BASIC 

MACROS 

In this chapter, we will use the macro editor to 
create some basic macros. Creating a macro consists 
of the following steps: 

1.Create a macro with the macro editor. 
2.Drag the newly created macro icon on to the 

action bar. 
3.Create a keybinding to use the macro. 

To start, we'll learn how to create a basic macro 
with the macro editor. 

THE MACRO EDITOR 

The WoW User Interface includes a macro editor, 
which you can access either via the menu or via the 
/m command. To create a new macro, click the 

Create/New button, enter a name "test" for your 
macro and optionally an icon, then click OK. Then you 
enter the macro text into the textbox. Let us make our 
first macro. In the macro text area, enter the 
following: 

/s You are indeed a sick fiend! 

The next step is to drag the macro's icon onto your 
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action bar. Close the macro editor window and click on 
your macro on the action bar. Lastly, create a 
keybinding for that macro. This way, you can use the 
macro by pressing a key. Now test the macro out by 

either clicking the macro icon on the action bar or by 
pressing the key that is bound to the macro. It should 
have said "You are indeed a sick fiend!" 

 

USING THE #SHOWTOOLTIP MACRO 

DIRECTIVE 

In our macro, we chose our own icon for our "test" 
macro when we created it. However, the WoW macro 
editor has an intelligent feature that dynamically 
displays the appropriate icon based on what the macro 
is doing. This is made possible with the #showtooltip 

directive. Let's make another macro to see how this 
feature works. 

Open the macro editor, click New, name the macro 
"test2", choose the ? icon (it should be a ? by default), 
and then click Okay. Enter the following text into the 
macro text area: 

#showtooltip 

/cast Fireball 

Now drag the ? icon onto your action bar and close 

the macro editor. You should see the Fireball spell's 
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icon now. As you can see, the #showtooltip directive is 
a very nice feature! 

In our example, we used Fireball, which is a Mage 
spell. The #showtooltip command will only work on the 

example macro if you are a Mage. If you're not a 
Mage, test the macro by choosing a spell that your 
class uses. For example, if I wrote this macro on a 
Paladin, I could type /cast Judgement. 

 

MACROS SUPPORT MULTIPLE ACTIONS 

The great thing about macros is they allow you to 
perform multiple actions. Consider the following Mage 
Polymorph macro that announces to your party that 
you are casting Polymorph: 

#showtooltip 

/cast Polymorph 

/aftercast /p Casting Polymorph on %t! Do 

not attack %t please! 

This macro utilizes the %t variable and the 
/aftercast command. When you run the above macro, 
%t will be replaced with your current target. So, if you 

have a Boar targeted when you use this macro, you 
will say, "Casting Polymorph on Boar! Do not attack 
Boar please!" The /aftercast command uses the /p 
command as soon as the Polymorph cast is finished. 
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CHAPTER 3: ADVANCED MACROS 

 
In this chapter, we delve into more advanced 

macro development topics. 
 

PERFORMING MULTIPLE ACTIONS 

You can perform multiple actions within a macro. 
Let's examine a multiple action Mage macro that won't 
work: 

/cast Fireblast 

/cast Ice Lance 

Both Fireblast and Ice Lance trigger the Global 
Cooldown (GCD), so if you use this macro, it will cast 
Fireblast and then trigger the GCD. No other instant 
spell is castable during this time, so therefore this 

macro will never reach the second line. The following 
macro also would not work: 

/cast Fireball 

/cast Frostfire Bolt 

All this macro would ever do is cast Fireball. 
There are, however, cases that allow you to cast 

multiple spells/abilities in a macro. Instant cast 
abilities/spells that do not trigger the GCD can be 
followed with a /cast. Consider the following macro: 

/cast Presence of Mind 
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/cast Arcane Power 

/cast Arcane Blast 

This macro will cast all three of these spells 
because Presence of Mind and Arcane Power do not 
share the GCD. 
Below is a convenient list of abilities that do not share 

the GCD for every class: 
http://www.wowwiki.com/Global_cooldown#Global_co

oldown 
 

GENERAL SYNTAX FOR MACRO COMMANDS 

All macro commands conform to the following 

syntax: 
/command [conditions][...]... parameters; 

[conditions][...]... parameters;... 

At a minimum, commands have the following 
syntax: 

/command parameters 

Commands are the words that make your macro 
do something. 

Parameters define how the action is done, to what 
target and with what gear (such as a trinket, 

engineering enchant, etc.). 
The following illustrates the concepts effectively: 
/cast Fireball Hogger 

http://www.wowwiki.com/Global_cooldown#Global_cooldown
http://www.wowwiki.com/Global_cooldown#Global_cooldown
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Macros allow you to specify an optional conditional 
or set of conditionals. Let's discuss conditionals now to 

understand how they allow you to fine-tune your 
macros. 

 

CONDITIONALS 

Some commands allow for conditional parameters. A 

conditional allows you to perform an action if a certain 
condition is true.  

In programming, a conditional is known as an if 
statement.  

Consider the following macro: 
/cast [mod:alt] Fireball 

BRACKETS AS IF STATEMENTS 
The set of brackets that encapsulate conditions are 

the equivalent of an IF statement. Below is the pseudo 
code for the above macro: 

If you are pressing the Alt key 
Cast Fireball on the current target 
This instructs the macro to cast Fireball if you are 

pressing the Alt modifier key. 
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/use [flyable] Swift Red Wind Rider 

This instructs the macro to summon your Swift Red 
Wind Rider if you are in a zone that allows flying. You 
can include multiple conditions within the brackets of a 
single conditional parameter. 

/cast [dead, help] Redemption 

This line casts the Paladin Redemption spell on a 
friendly target that is dead. 

MULTIPLE PAIRS OF BRACKETS AS COMPLEX 

DISJUNCTIONS: (A AND B) OR (A AND C) 
Multiple conditionals are represented as multiple 

pairs of conditions enclosed in brackets. Multiple pairs 
of brackets are equivalent to complex disjunctions of 

the form (A and B) or (A and C). The following pseudo 
code illustrates this: 

If the unit that you have on focus is dead OR if you 
cannot cast harmful spells against the unit you 
have on focus 
Set the focus to your current target 
This macro is designed only set focus to living 

enemy targets. 
COMMAS AS AND OPERATORS 

The comma in between each condition is 
equivalent to a programing AND statement. 
Below is the pseudo code for the above macro: 

If the current target is dead and a friendly player 

Cast Redemption on the current target 
You could extend the functionality of this macro as 
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follows: 
/cast [dead, help] Redemption; [nodead, 

help] Flash of Light 

This macro checks to see your target is a dead 
party member and resurrects it with Redemption if it 
is. The next condition is separated from the first 

condition with a semi-colon.  
SEMI-COLONS AS ELSE-IF STATEMENTS 

The semi-colon in between conditional brackets is 
the equivalent to a programming else-if statement. 
Below is the pseudo code of the above macro: 

If the current target is dead and a friendly player 
Cast Redemption on the current target 

Else if the current target is not dead and is a 
friendly player 
Cast Flash of Light on the current target 
If your current target is a friendly player, it casts 

Flash of Light on it. We can extend this macro even 
further as follows: 

/cast [dead, help] Redemption; [nodead, 

help][ ] Flash of Light 

This macro makes use of an empty condition via 

the [ ]. Sometimes you want the macro to cast on the 
target under specific conditions, and otherwise cast 
normally. The above macro casts Flash of Light on a 
targeted living friendly player. If no such player is 
targeted, it will cast Flash of Light on you via the 
selfcast setting. 
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UNITS 
In WoW macros, a unit is anything you can target. 

Consider the following target macro: 
/target Thrall 

In this macro, the unit is “Thrall.” The following 

macro uses an alternative syntax but does exactly the 
same thing: 

/target [target=Thrall] 

The following macro uses the shorthand @ syntax: 
/target [@Thrall] 

WoW macros offer predefined units that you can 
use.  
Below are a few examples: 

 player1: first party member 

 player2: second party member 
 player3: third party member 
 player4: fourth party member 
 player5: fifth party member 
 player: represents you 

SELF BUFFING MACROS 
A good example macro that uses the player 

predefined unit is the self-buffing macro. The following 
macro alternates Arcane Brilliance and Molten Armor 
casts on you, regardless of what you currently have 
targeted: 

/castsequence [@player] Arcane Brilliance, 

Molten Armor 
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KEY UNITS 
Most commands do not allow you to test a 

condition on one unit and act on another unit. For 
example, the following macro will not as intended: 

/target [@focus, dead] party1 

This command is intended to target the 1st 
member in your party if your current focus target is 
dead. Instead, it targets focus and ignores party1. 

Below is the target command‟s syntax: 
/target unit1 

/target [@unit2] 

The unit parameter is optional; it defaults to 
target.  

If you specify a value for unit1 and for unit2, 

target will use unit2 and ignore unit1. This is how 
target works. Some commands allow a different syntax 
and will allow you to test a condition on one unit and 
act on another unit. The following focus macro 
illustrates this: 

/focus [@focus, dead] target 

This macro focuses your target if the focus target 
is dead. WoW only tests focus in the conditional and 

does not send it to the focus command. It sends target 
to the focus command instead. This focus argument 
provided to the @ directive is said to be a “key unit.” 
The startattack command functions the same way but 
uses the “pettarget” key unit instead. 
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A COMPLETE WARRIOR TANK EXAMPLE 

Let's look at a real life example of a Warrior tank 
macro that illustrates most of the concepts we have 

covered in this chapter. 
#showtooltip 

/cast [nomod:alt] Cleave; [mod:alt] Heroic 

Strike 

/cast [combat] Berserker Rage 

/cast [combat] Shield Block 

/cast Inner Rage 

/use [combat] 13 

/use [combat] 14 

/startattack 

Let us examine each line of this large macro, 

starting with the third line: 
/cast [combat] Berserker rage 

/cast [combat] Shield Block 

These lines instruct the macro to cast Berserker 
Rage and Shield Block whenever you press the Cleave 
macro button, but only if you are currently in combat. 

  /cast Inner Rage 

This line instructs the macro to cast Inner Rage 
whenever you activate the macro, whether you are in 
combat or not. 

/use [combat] 13 

/use [combat] 14 

These lines instruct the macro to activate your 

trinkets, but only if you are currently in combat. 
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Each item of gear in your character pane can be 
activated by using the /use command and specifying a 
number that represents the item of gear. See 
www.wowwiki.com/Making_a_macro for more details. 

The advantage of utilizing a macro like this is that 
you do not need to add Berserker Rage, Shield Block, 
or either of your trinkets to the actionbar to activate 
them because they are automatically activated by this 

macro. In some cases, you may want to place 
Berserker Rage or another ability on the actionbar in 
cases where you want to manually invoke it. 

CHAPTER 4: HANDLING SEQUENCES 

IN MACROS 

 
In this chapter, we will talk about how to cast 

spells and abilities in specific sequences. 

 

THE /CASTSEQUENCE COMMAND 

The /castsequence command gives you the ability 
to cast spells in a particular order. The syntax for 
/castsequence is as follows: 

http://www.wowwiki.com/Making_a_macro
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EXAMPLE WALK-THROUGH 

Let's walk through the following Warrior 
Charge/Intercept macro: 

#showtooltip 

/castsequence reset=14 Charge, Intercept 

The /castsequence command sequentially uses a 
comma-separated list of spells/abilities. In this macro, 
it casts Charge the first time you use the macro and 
Intercept the second time. The macro then waits 14 

seconds before it resets the point of execution back to 
Charge. This is the purpose of the reset=14 
parameter. 

Consider the following /castsequence command: 
/castsequence Charge, Intercept 

Without specifying a reset parameter, the macro 
would alternate between Charge and Intercept. The 
first time you click the macro, it casts Charge. The 

second time, it casts Intercept. The third time, it casts 
Charge, and so on. The reason why we specify a 
reset=14 parameter is so it will force the macro to wait 
14 seconds for the Charge cooldown to expire. 

The Charge cooldown is 15 seconds. We specify 14 
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seconds because it makes the transition between 
Intercept and Charge visible for a second on the 
actionbar. 

 

USING /CASTSEQUENCE WITH 

CONDITIONALS 

You can use conditionals with /castsequence just 
like you can with /cast. They are both commands after 
all, and all commands conform to the command syntax 

we described earlier. Below is an example of a 
/castsequence example using conditionals: 

/castsequence [nomod:alt] reset=14 Holy 

Wrath, Consecration; [mod:alt] Consecration 

This macro alternates between casting Holy Wrath 
and Consecration.  It forces /castsequence to reset 
after 14 seconds, which is roughly how long Holy 
Wrath‟s cooldown is. If you are pressing Alt, it will cast 
Consecration. This macro illustrates how you can 

provide a single spell/ability as a parameter to 
/castsequence. 
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CHAPTER 5: SOLVING THE PROBLEM 

OF RUNNING OUT OF KEYS 

 

Macros solve one very notable problem for WoW 
players. Let's consider a Mage. Below is a list of most 
Mage spells: 

 Arcane Brilliance 
 Molten Armor 
 Mage Armor 
 Ice Armor 

 Focus Magic 
 Mage Ward 
 Frost Bolt 
 Frostfire Bolt 
 Cone of Cold 
 Deep Freeze 

 Ring of Frost 

 Ice Block 
 Ice Barrier 
 Frost Nova 
 Cold Snap 
 Ice Lance 
 Icy Veins 

 Summon: Water Elemental 
 Freeze (Water Elemental) 
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 Fireball 
 Fire Blast 
 Dragon‟s Breath 
 Blast Wave 

 Flame Strike 
 Flame Orb 
 Living Bomb 
 Combustion 

 Scorch 
 Pyroblast 
 Mana Shield 

 Blink 
 Arcane Blast 
 Arcane Explosion 
 Arcane Barrage 
 Arcane Power 
 Presence of Mind 

 Arcane Missiles 
 Invisibility 
 Blink 
 Slow Fall 
 Counterspell 
 Time Warp 
 Evocation 

 
This list is not exhaustive. Not included are portal 

spells, food/water spells, mana gem spell, and so on.  
There are 42 spells in this list. Below is a diagram 
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of a standard keyboard and all of the keys available for 
key bindings. 

 
There are roughly one hundred keys on the 

keyboard that you can keybind actions to. You will not 
create bindings for all one hundred keys because your 
fingers cannot conveniently reach them  

The purpose of keybindings is to allow you to 

quickly activate spells with your finger. If you need to 
take your eyes off combat to find a key on your 
keyboard, the binding loses its usefulness.  

 

THE PROBLEM I ENCOUNTERED AS A 

“LEFTY” 

As a left-hander, I use the mouse with my left 
hand and make use of keybindings with my right hand. 
The following depiction illustrates the keys (depicted in 
bold) that I am able to reach: 
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As a left-hander, I use macros to solve this 

problem. Using the above layout, I can only reach 26 
keys. I also have three available mouse buttons for 
key bindings, totaling 29 key bindings with my setup. I 
use the following keys for movement and other 
functions: 

 8 = Move forward 

 4 = Turn left 
 5 = Move backwards 
 6 = Turn right 
 1 = Strafe left 
 3 = Strafe right 
 0 = Jump 
 PageDown = Target next mob (same as tab-target) 

 
This leaves 21 keys for other key bindings. 
I found that I would accidentally bump the Enter 

key button, thereby opening a chat textbox, so I pulled 
the key off! 

Now, in a realistic example, you will only create 
key bindings for one particular school of magic, for the 

most part. Consider Frost-spec Mages. Below is a list 
of spells a Frost Mage that are useful to create 
keybindings for: 
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 Frost Nova 
 Cold Snap 
 Cone of Cold 
 Frostfire Bolt 

 Ice Barrier 
 Ring of Frost 
 Fire Blast 
 Ice Lance 

 Summon Water Elemental 
 Mirror Image 
 Invisibility 

 Fire Blast 
 Deep Freeze 
 Blink 
 Mage Ward 
 Decurse 
 Flame Strike 

 Ice Block 
 Polymorph 
 Slow Fall 
 Counterspell 
 Icy Veins 
 Freeze (Water Elemental) 
 Time Warp 

 Spell Steal 
 Evocation 
 
This is 26 spells, leaving -5 available key bindings. 
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Here are some other abilities I need to have keybound: 
 Will of the Forsaken (Forsaken Racial Ability) 
 Set focus to current target 
 Target focus target 

 Summon mount 
 Use belt: activate Nitro Boosts (Engineering 
Tinker) 

 Use the first item in my first bag 

There are cases where you may want to keybind, 
for example, using a consumable. For example, the 
Arcane-spec rotation includes consuming a Mana Gem. 

Therefore, keybinding the action of using a Mana Gem 
can be useful. 

 Use Frost Grenade 
 Use Bandage 
 Use first trinket 
 Use second trinket 

 Use glove (Engineering Tinker) 
 

This is 11 additional functions that I need 
keybound. Given the number of keys and mouse 
buttons I have available to me, I will not be able to 
key bind 14 of these functions. Obviously, it is 
accurate to say that we have run out of keys! 
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UTILIZING THE “SHIFT KEY” SOLUTION 

As you know, the SHIFT key allows each key to 
have two functions. If you hold down the SHIFT key 

and press the A key, it will generate a capital A; else it 
will generate a lowercase A. With my layout, the right 
arrow key is easy to access. I downloaded a key-
remapping program and swapped the Alt and right 

arrow keys. This allows me to use the right arrow key 
as a SHIFT key of sorts.  

By leveraging this “SHIFT Key” solution, the 

number of keys I have available nearly doubles. 
Instead of 26 keys, I have 25 x 2 = 50. We lose the 
right arrow key because it is the new Alt key. However, 
the following keys are the only ones you can reach 
(depicted in bold) while simultaneously pressing the 
right arrow (Alt) key: 

 
You can also press Alt and click the following 

mouse buttons (depicted in red): 
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This gives us 11 additional key bindings totaling 

40, leaving only 4 abilities that we cannot create key 

bindings for. Below is complete layout for my key 
binding setup as a “lefty”. 

Insert: Mage Ward 
Delete: 
Summons mount 
Sets current target to the target in the focus frame 
Home: Decurse 

End: Use bandage 
PgUp: 
If Alt (right arrow key) is not being pressed: Fire 

Blast 
If Alt (right arrow key) is being pressed: Spell 

Steal 
PgDn: Target next hostile target 

Arrow Keys 
Up arrow: Flame Orb 
Left arrow: Time Warp 
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Down arrow: Counterspell 
Right arrow: Functions as Alt key 
Number Pad Keys 
„8‟: Move forward 

„4‟: Turn left 
„6‟: Turn right 
„1‟: Strafe left 
„3‟: Strafe right 

„0‟: Jump 
„2‟: Target focus target 
NumLock: 

If Alt (right arrow key) is not being pressed: Ice 
Lance 

If Alt (right arrow key) is being pressed: Mirror 
Image 

„/‟: 
If Alt (right arrow key) is not being pressed: 

Frostfire Bolt 
If Alt (right arrow key) is being pressed: Use belt: 

activate Nitro Boosts (Engineering tinker) 
„*‟ : 
If Alt (right arrow key) is not being pressed: Ice 

Barrier 
If Alt (right arrow key) is being pressed: Evocation 

„-„: 
If Alt (right arrow key) is not being pressed: Use 

Frost Grenade 
If Alt (right arrow key) is being pressed: Ring of 
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Frost 
„+‟ : 
If Alt (right arrow key) is not being pressed: Frost 

Nova 

If Alt (right arrow key) is being pressed: Ice Block 
„7‟: 
If Alt (right arrow key) is not being pressed: Frost 

Bolt 

If Alt (right arrow key) is being pressed: Deep 
Freeze 

„9‟: 

If Alt (right arrow key) is not being pressed: Blink 
If Alt (right arrow key) is being pressed: Invisibility 
„.‟: Polymorph 
Mouse Buttons 
Left side button: 
If Alt (right arrow key) is not being pressed: 

Freeze (Water Elemental) 
If Alt (right arrow key) is being pressed: Slow Fall 
Right side button: 
If Alt (right arrow key) is not being pressed: Cone 

of Cold 
If Alt (right arrow key) is being pressed: Use first 

item in backpack 

Wheel button: 
If Alt (right arrow key) is not being pressed: 

Flamestrike 
If Alt (right arrow key) is being pressed: Cold Snap 
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REMAINING ABILITIES/FUNCTIONS 

 Will of the Forsaken (Forsaken Racial Ability): This 
is the only ability that I click. I have been debating 

setting up a Alt + left arrow button key binding for 
this. 

 
The following functions are indirectly invoked by 

internal macros: 
 Use first trinket: I use several macros that 
automatically trigger my first trinket. 

 Use second trinket: I use several macros that 
automatically trigger my first trinket. 

 Use glove: I use several macros that automatically 
trigger the Engineering tinker on my gloves. 
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CHAPTER 6: FROST/ARCANE MAGE 

MACROS 

 

In this chapter, we will walk through several 
examples of macros. In my experience, an example-
driven approach can sometimes be a more effective 
learning tool than a step-by-step tutorial. We will walk 
through a collection of useful Mage macros.  

The following macros are designed to work with 
two specs. The primary spec these macros use is Frost 

and the secondary spec is Arcane. 
Delete Macro: /focus 

#showtooltip 
/focus [harm, nodead] 
/clearfocus [noexists, help, dead] 

Both Specs 

Default action: /setfocus 

You are targeting a hostile, living target 
Creates a focus frame for your target 
You do not have anything targeted or you have a 

friendly player/npc or your target is dead 
Clears the focus frame 

Page Up Macro: Fire Blast 

#showtooltip 
/cast [nomod:alt] Fire Blast; [mod:alt] Spellsteal 
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Both Specs 
Default action: Fire Blast 

Pressing Alt 
Casts Spellsteal 

Not Pressing Alt 
Fire Blast 
Delete Macro: Mount 
#showtooltip 

/castrandom [flyable] X-53 Touring Rocket, Turbo-
Charged Flying Machine; Spectral Wolf 

Both Specs 

Default action: Summons mount 
In a Flyable Location 
Randomly summons either X-53 Touring Rocket or 
Turbo-Charged Flying Machine flying mount 
Else 
Summons Spectral Wolf ground mount 

ARROW KEY MACROS 

Left Arrow Macro: Time Warp 
#showtooltip 
/s Hadouken! 
/cast [combat] Time Warp; [nocombat] Slow Fall 

Both Specs 

Default action: Slow Fall 
In Combat 
Says “Hadouken!” 
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Casts Time Warp 
Not In Combat 
Says “Hadouken!” 
Casts Slow Fall 

MOUSE BUTTON MACROS 

Wheel Button Macro: Flamestrike (AoE) 
#showtooltip 
/cast [nomod:alt] Flamestrike; [mod:alt, spec:1] 

Cold Snap; [mod:alt, spec:2] Slow Fall 
Spec 1 (Frost) is Active 

Default action: Flamestrike 
Pressing Alt 
Casts Cold Snap 
Not Pressing Alt 
Casts Flamestrike 

Spec 2 (Arcane) is Active 

Default action: Flamestrike 
Pressing Alt 
Casts Slow Fall 
Not Pressing Alt 
Casts Flamestrike 

Right Side Button Macro: Cone of Cold 
#showtooltip 

/cast [help, dead] Gnomish Army Knife; 
[nomod:alt] Cone of Cold; [mod:alt, spec:1] Arcane 
Explosion; [mod:alt, spec:2] Loot-a-Rang 
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Spec 1 (Frost) is Active 
Default action: Cone of Cold 

You are targeting a dead friendly player 
Uses Gnomish Army Knife to resurrect the 

targeted friendly player 
Pressing Alt 
Casts Arcane Explosion 
Not Pressing Alt 

Casts Cone of Cold 
Spec 2 (Arcane) is Active 
Default action: Cone of Cold 

Pressing Alt 
Uses Loot-a-Rang 
Not Pressing Alt 
Casts Cone of Cold 

Left Side Button Macro: Freeze (Water 
Elemental) 

#showtooltip 
/cast [harm, dead] Cannibalize; [nomod:alt] 

Freeze; [mod:alt, @player] Slow Fall 
Either Spec 
Default action: Freeze (Water Elemental) 

You are targeting a dead enemy mob 
Cast Forsaken racial ability Cannibalize on targeted 

dead mob 
Pressing Alt 
Casts Slow Fall on you 
Not Pressing Alt 
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Casts Freeze (Water Elemental) 
NUMBER PAD KEY MACROS 
„9‟ Macro: Blink 

#showtooltip 

/cast [nomod:alt] Blink; [mod:alt] Invisibility 
Either Spec 
Default action: Blink 

Pressing Alt 

Casts Invisibility 
Not Pressing Alt 
Casts Blink 

„7‟ Macro: Frostbolt 
#showtooltip [nomod:alt] Frostbolt; [mod:alt] 

Deep Freeze 
/cast [combat] Icy Veins 
/use [combat] 10 
/use [combat] 13 

/use [combat] 14 
/cast [nomod:alt] Frostbolt; [mod:alt] Deep Freeze 

Either Spec 
Default action: Frostbolt 

In Combat 
Casts Icy Veins 
Uses enchant on gloves 

Uses trinket 1 
Uses trinket 2 
Pressing Alt 
Casts Deep Freeze 
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Not Pressing Alt 
Casts Frostbolt 

 „+‟ Macro: Frost Nova 
#showtooltip 

/cast [nomod:alt] Frost Nova; [mod:alt] Ice Block 
/cancelaura Ice Block 

Either Spec 
Default action: Frost Nova 

Pressing Alt 
Casts Ice Block 
Removes Ice Block if you are Ice Blocked 

Not Pressing Alt 
Casts Frost Nova 
Removes Ice Block if you are Ice Blocked 

„*‟ Macro: Ice Barrier/Mana Shield 
#showtooltip 
/cast [nomod:alt, spec:1] Ice Barrier; [nomod:alt, 

spec:2] Mana Shield; [mod:alt] Evocation 
Spec 1 (Frost) is Active 
Default action: Ice Barrier 

Pressing Alt 
Casts Evocation 
Not Pressing Alt 
Casts Ice Barrier 

Spec 2 (Arcane) is Active 
Default action: Mana Shield 

Pressing Alt 
Casts Evocation 
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Not Pressing Alt 
Casts Mana Shield 

„/‟ Macro: Frostfire Bolt/Arcane Missiles 
#showtooltip [nomod:alt, spec:1] Frostfire Bolt; 

[nomod:alt, spec:2] Arcane Missiles; [mod:alt] 6 
/cast [spec:1, combat] Icy Veins 
/use [combat] 10 
/use [combat] 13 

/use [combat] 14 
/cast [nomod:alt, spec:1] Frostfire Bolt; 

[nomod:alt, spec:2] Arcane Missiles; [mod:alt] 6 

Spec 1 (Frost) is Active 
Default action: Frostfire Bolt 

Pressing Alt 
Uses enchant on belt 
Not Pressing Alt 
Uses enchant on gloves 

Uses trinket 1 
Uses trinket 2 
Casts Frostfire Bolt 

Spec 2 (Arcane) is Active 
Default action: Arcane Missiles 

Pressing Alt 
Uses enchant on belt 

Not Pressing Alt 
Uses enchant on gloves 
Uses trinket 1 
Uses trinket 2 
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Casts Arcane Missles 
 „-„ Macro: Frost Grenade 

#showtooltip 
/cast [nomod:alt] 4 1; [mod:alt] Ring of Frost 

Either Spec 
Default action: Frost Grenade 

Pressing Alt 
Uses the first item in your 5th bag. In my case, my 

5th bag is an engineering container. 
Not Pressing Alt 
Casts Ring of Frost 

NumLock Macro: Ice Lance/Arcane Barrage 
#showtooltip 
/cast [nomod:alt, spec:1] Ice Lance; [spec:2, 

nomod:alt] Arcane Barrage; [mod:alt] Mirror Image 
Spec 1 (Frost) is Active 
Default action: Ice Lance 

Pressing Alt 
Casts Mirror Image 
Not Pressing Alt 
Casts Ice Lance 

Spec 2 (Arcane) is Active 
Default action: Arcane Barrage 

Pressing Alt 

Casts Mirror Image 
Not Pressing Alt 
Casts Arcane Barrage 
„2‟ Macro: Target Focus Frame 
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#showtooltip 
/target [@focus] 

Both Specs 
Default action: n/a 

Targets the enemy mob/player in the active focus 
frame 
 „.‟ Macro: Polymorph 

#showtooltip 

/castrandom Polymorph(Turtle), Polymorph(Black 
Cat), Polymorph(Pig), Polymorph(Rabbit), Polymorph 

Both Specs 

Default action: Polymorph 
Randomly casts between the following versions of 

the Polymorph spell: 
 Turtle 
 Black Cat 
 Pig 

 Rabbit 
 Monkey (this is the default if you have the monkey 
glyph; if you do not, it will be a sheep) 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
Thanks for reading this guide. Good luck in your 

macro creation endeavors! 
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RECOMMENDED RESOURCES 

 www.WoWBoost.com 
o #1 WoW Video Training. Watch and learn how to dominate 

WoW in every class and spec! 
 www.HowExpert.com 
o Get more “How To” guides at our website. 

 How To Play a Warlock In WoW 
o Learn the applicability of every warlock talent and master the 
most effective, field-tested DPS rotations for each talent tree 

 How To Play a Warrior In WoW 
o Learn the applicability of every warrior talent and master the 
most effective, field-tested DPS rotations for each talent tree 

 How To Play a Hunter In WoW 
o Learn how to become the best hunter player in WoW  

 How To Play a Mage In WoW 
o Learn the finest mage talent build 

 How To Play a Rogue In WoW 
o Learn how to effectively control your pet for maximum 
performance 

 How To Play a Shaman In WoW 
o Maximize the potential of your shaman talent for DPS 
rotations and strategies revealed 

 How To Play a Paladin In WoW 
o Learn all of the most advanced secrets, tricks, and 
techniques used by the best Paladins 

 How To Play Druid In WoW 
o Become an outstanding, in demand druid player in WoW in a 

very short time, then get the “How to Play a Druid in WoW” 
guide. 

 How To Play Priest In WoW 

http://www.wowboost.com/
http://www.howexpert.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Warlock-Step-Step-ebook/dp/B004QS93M8
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Warrior-Step-Step-ebook/dp/B004S81SS8
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Hunter-Step-Step-ebook/dp/B004Q3RLHM
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Mage-Step-Step-ebook/dp/B004QOAVOQ
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Rogue-Step-Step-ebook/dp/B004T3ABVC
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Shaman-Step-Step-ebook/dp/B004QOAWVS
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Paladin-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004RCLVUK
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Druid-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004TZ1RPY/
http://www.amazon.com/Play-Priest-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004ZLYW68/
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o Be able to use healing abilities using discipline talent tree, 
holy talent tree and shadow talent tree. 

 How To Play Death Knight 
o Learn all of the most advanced secrets, tricks, and 

techniques used by the best Death Knight, developed over a 
period of five years! 

 How To Run a WoW Guild 
o Discover best practices of guild masters. 

 How To PvP In WoW 
o Be aware of the Player vs.Player basic concepts. 

 How To Tank In WoW as Warrior 
o Discover the most powerful macros available to Warrior 

tanks, and learn how to make your own customized macros 
for maximum performance 

 How To Play WoW 
o Be familiar with the WoW environment 

 How To Make WoW Gold Fast 
o In this step-by-step guide you will learn the different 

techniques in making WoW gold.  
 How To Level Fast In WoW 
o Be guided to leveling your WoW characters fast from 1 to 85 

quickly, easily, & affordably 
 

http://www.amazon.com/Death-Knight-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004U345CC/
http://www.amazon.com/World-Warcraft-Guild-Step--ebook/dp/B005C1MVJK
http://www.amazon.com/World-Warcraft-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B005CBD6W6
http://www.amazon.com/Tank-Warrior-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004NSV60I
http://www.amazon.com/How-Play-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004ZLYVYG
http://www.amazon.com/Make-Gold-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004OYTP9K
http://www.amazon.com/Level-Fast-Step---Step-ebook/dp/B004LGTNN4

